
MH=Muharram, SF=Safar, R1=Rabbi-ul-awwal, R2=Rabbi-ul-sani, J1=Jamadi-ul-awwal, J2=Jamadi-ul-sani

RJ=Rajab, SN=Shaaban, RM=Ramzan, SL=Shawwal, ZQ=Zilqidah, ZJ=Zilhajj

The above is a copy of the page for 1699CE Julian from 'Jantri 500 Years'  by Pal Singh Purewal.  Please note that

Vaisakhi of 1699 was on Wednesday, 29 March,  and not on Thursday 30 March as given by Dr Ganda Singh.  On

the top of the page for 1699CE Julian, Swamikannu Pillai in his work 'Indian Ephemeris' correctly gives the date and

time of Mesha sankranti (Vaisakh sangrand) as March 29.61.  What this means is that sangrand was on 29 March



and .61 day after 6.00 a.m. Ujjain Mean Time.  This works out to 9:06 p.m. Indian Standard Time.  Also, on the

same page Pillai gives 1 Vaisakh against 30 March.  But, this date of 30 March applies to Tamil Nadu.  Pillai has

worked the first day of the solar month according to the rule in Tamil Nadu which is different from the one in

Punjab.  The rule is this - if the sankranti time is before sunset then the first day of the month is on the day of the

sankranti, and if it is after sunset then the solar month starts on the next day.  In Punjab, the month starts on the day

of sangrand irrespective of the time of the sangrand, the day being considered from sunrise to sunrise.  Since the

time of Vaisakh sangrand is after sunset, in Tamil Nadu Vaisakh started on 30
th
 March, while in Punjab on 29

th

March.  Another difference is that the solar months are given according to the Arya Siddhanta, again according to

Tamil Nadu practice, while in Punjab and most of India Surya Siddhanta was prevalent.  Dr Ganda Singh

erroneously took the date from the body of the table rather than Surya Siddhanta date of Vaisakhi given at the top of

the page.  My Jantri 500 Years has been calculated according to the accepted rules used in Punjab, then and now.

Time of occurrence of roughly half the sankrantis is during the night.  This means that dates of almost half the solar

months as given by Swamikannu Pillai would be out by one day from those prevalent in Punjab.

Indian Calendar by Sewell and Dixit also gives 29
th
 March as the date of Vaisakhi in 1699CE Julian.  Dr Sangat

Singh in his book  'The Sikhs in History', and Dr Kirpal Singh the veteran historian of Punjab in his latest book

'Perspectives on Sikh Gurus' have also given 29
th
 March.

Another interesting coincidence is that the Common Era dates and weekdays for both 1469CE and 1699CE are the

same, i.e. to say that the English calendar for both the years was the same for dates and weekdays, for all 365 days!

Pal Singh Purewal


